
BECOME A
HARBOR  
NEXT!ERN

As a Harbor NEXT!ern, you will be
provided the space and support to
hone in on your professional goals
and take that NEXT! step towards
building a successful future.

Our 12-week virtual internship experience offers
students the opportunity to learn new skills,
develop professional competencies, and build
lasting connections. 

"I am so appreciative and thankful to have participated in
the Spring 2023 NEXTern Cohort with Harbor Institute. I met
some very aspiring minds and had the space to learn a
variety of new skills! I plan to utilize technological and
communicative skills I’ve enhanced during this internship
into my upcoming career as an intensive care nurse. Thank
you Harbor Institute for selecting me for this cohort and
providing me with the tools to enhance my professionalism." 

-NEXTern! Spring 2023 cohort

JOIN THE HARBOR
NEXT!ERN FAMILY…
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Join us, in our shared mission of
student success and diversity! 

Harbor NEXT!erns will be provided
the opportunity to extend their

experience and promote themselves
to higher roles within the

organization...

LEVEL UP!LEVEL UP!



While this internship is virtual-
based, there may be

opportunities to provide on-site
support at Harbor engagements

and conferences. 

Interested? Please fill out the NEXTern application
form:

…EMPOWERING OTHERS THROUGH PERSONAL CONNECTIONS…

"I’m continually growing as a young
professional and that’s because of the
skills and experiences I gained from the
NEXTernship. Being able to experience
the field of higher education from the
perspective of Harbor has enhanced my
view of the field and my understanding
of how to apply my skills and knowledge
to create an impact.

- 2023 NEXTern! Project Specialist 

Harbor NEXT!ern Leadership Chart

Students collaborate on multi-disciplinary projects
catered to the unique professional interests and

needs of each individual. Additionally there will be
exclusive events to learn, build camaraderie and

connect, as well as networking opportunities
featuring guest speakers and professionals from a

variety of industries. 


